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Tognum America

Tognum America Inc. is the regional headquarters of Tognum 
AG, one of the world’s leading suppliers of engines and propulsion 
systems for off-highway applications and distributed energy  
systems. Headquartered in Friedrichshafen, Germany, Tognum 
AG has over 9,000 employees and 11 production locations around 
the globe. Since September 2011, Tognum’s parent company has 
been a joint ownership venture formed by Daimler AG and Rolls 
Royce as equal partners.  

Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, Latin America 
and the Caribbean, Tognum America Inc. is the home of power 
brands: MTU power solutions, MTU Onsite Energy distributed 
energy systems and L’Orange fuel-injection systems. Tognum’s 
core products are used in a broad range of applications, from 
mine haul trucks, military vehicles and marine vessels to hospitals, 
data centers and universities. With our passion for performance 
and reliability, Tognum offers first-class service and a tradition  
of excellence to customers all over the world.

The very name Tognum is an expression of our philosophy. “Tog” 
is an ancient Germanic root meaning “to pull with strength,” 
while the suffix “-um” signifies important places in Latin. In 
short, Tognum is a place of strength, the Home of Power Brands. 

For more than 100 years, the key to our success has been 
technological innovation. Our strong heritage in the diesel 
engine business includes not only Germany’s MTU, but also 
North America’s Detroit Diesel – two brands which dominated 
diesel engine development and manufacturing on their 
respective continents for most of the 20th Century. Today, 
Tognum America encompasses locations in eight U.S. states 
and is responsible for manufacturing, sales and service of 
engines and systems throughout North and South America. 
We’ve established a strong presence. And we’ve got plans 
for continued growth in the future.

Powering forward.
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In the global economy, it’s refreshing to see a company willing 
to look at the big picture and commit to making its products 
in the United States. Tognum has done just that. We’ve been 
manufacturing diesel engines, components and systems in the 
U.S. for more than 70 years, and we’re proud of that history. 
So proud, in fact, that we’ve recently increased our U.S. 
manufacturing, with a new assembly and machining plant 
in Aiken, South Carolina and expanded generator set assembly 
in Mankato, Minnesota. 

We are also working hard to bring additional manufacturing to 
the U.S. by sourcing an ever-increasing amount of parts and 
components from U.S. based suppliers. But pride is only part of 
the equation. For us, expanding our operations in America helps 
us serve our U.S. customers better.

Deep roots in America.

In the quest for continuous improvement, we control all of our 
key technologies in-house, including turbo charging, fuel 
injection systems and electronics. And our passion pays off: MTU 
innovations such as common rail fuel injection and sequential 
turbocharging are setting standards in our industry. Our customers 
benefit from this experience. And with new, more stringent EPA 
air quality standards still to come, our customers know they can 
trust us to not only meet the standards, but to do it in a way that 
also benefits their bottom line.

Partners in economic growth. At Tognum America, our effort 
to strengthen our U.S. presence and partnerships is working. 
This is not only evidenced by our expanding number of facilities 
in the U.S., but also by the fact that our salaried headcount has 
grown by 125% since 2006.

If you include our independent sales and service network of 
almost 40 North American distributors and more than 300 
branch locations, Tognum products account for approximately 
11,000 jobs in North America alone.

We’ve been here a long time. And we’re going to be here for 
years to come.

Partners in industry. There are two kinds of engine manufacturers: 
those who manufacture engines to put in their own equipment and 
those who manufacture for others. At Tognum, we are the latter, 
manufacturing heavy-duty, off-highway engines under our flagship 
MTU brand. Because of this single-minded dedication, we are 
uniquely obsessed with diesel engines and with creating the best 
possible solutions for our customers. We rely on our customers as 
much as they rely on us, and so just meeting the latest emissions 
regulations is not good enough: we also want to reduce fuel  
consumption and increase engine life. 
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Aiken, South Carolina Tognum’s new state-of-the-art facility in 
Aiken County, South Carolina manufactures MTU Series 2000 
and Series 4000 engines and components. The 270,000 sq. ft. 
Aiken Plant helps expedite the shipping process, allowing us to 
get parts to the line and engines to our many North American 
customers quicker. Since it opened in October 2010, the plant has 
already expanded the scope of its manufacturing operations and 
engine testing capabilities, and there is room for future expansion. 
Aiken plant operations include:
• Assembly – Two assembly lines are used to build Series 2000 
 and Series 4000 engines, covering a power range of 760 to 
 4,000 horsepower.
• Machining – Eight computer numeric controlled (CNC) 
 machine tools are used to machine Series 2000 and Series 4000  
 engine components for assembly.
• Testing – New production engine test cells are tailored to the  
 characteristics of Series 2000 and Series 4000 engines.
• Research & Development – A new test cell dedicated to engine
 research and development will be operational in 2012.

Alameda, California The MTU Large Engine Service Center 
near Alameda, California is the first MTU facility in the Americas 
dedicated to the service of large diesel engines up to 12,200 bhp. 
The facility has 800 sq. ft. of office space and an additional 4,450 
sq. ft. of warehouse to accommodate tools, parts and a workshop. 
As one of the leading suppliers to the U.S. Coast Guard, Tognum 
is the complete propulsion system provider for the National  
Security Cutter program, including the two stationed in Alameda: 
NSC Bertholf and NSC Waesche.

Detroit, Michigan Since 1938, our North American headquarters 
has been located in the Detroit metropolitan area, where a strong 
tradition and passion for engineering has helped us recruit the 
very best talent. In addition to our corporate headquarters, which 
houses most of our sales, engineering and administrative staff,  
the Detroit area is also home to a new product training facility 
that can host up to 2,500 trainees each year from across the  
Americas, and a new 350,000 sq. ft. parts logistics center.
• Headquarters (Novi, MI) – Soon to be relocating to a new, 
   larger office space to better accommodate our growing 
   business (expected March, 2012).
• Parts Logistics Center (Brownstown, MI)  – Tognum’s new 
   logistics center stocks tens of thousands of spare parts to 
   support our customers.
• Training Facility (Canton, MI) – The new 30,000 sq. ft. facility 
   is the premier training destination for MTU distributors, OEMs, 
   and end users in North and Latin America. 

Tognum America Locations

Houston, Texas In the heart of oil country, our Houston office 
serves the oil and gas industry. The 7,200 sq. ft. facility opened in 
July of 2006. It’s home to our team of expert engineers and sales 
professionals, and is MTU’s center of engineering development 
for oil and gas systems products such as the Electric Drilling 
Package (EDP).

Mankato, Minnesota MTU Onsite Energy generator sets are 
assembled at two plants in Mankato. The Lundin facility focuses 
on standby generators from 30 kW to 650 kW. In addition, all of 
the electronic control systems are designed at this facility. The 
Power Drive facility assembles larger gensets from 650 kW to 
3,250 kW. This location also serves as MTU Onsite Energy’s 
corporate headquarters for North America. 
• Assembly – Power systems are manufactured and assembled 
   at two facilities: Lundin and Power Drive.
• Administration – As our headquarters for MTU Onsite 
   Energy, the Power Drive facility houses sales and 
   administrative staff.
• Testing – The Power Drive plant is equipped with a complete
   and modern testing facility capable of full-scale generator set
   testing over a wide spectrum of power nodes.

Miami, Florida Tognum’s Latin America regional office is 
the home for sales and administrative staff serving Central and 
South America and the Caribbean. The office oversees 12
distributors throughout the region and provides sales and 
product support for a wide range of engines and systems operating 
from sea level to 17,050 feet (5,200 meters). Major customers 
include surface and underground mining operations, remote 
areas without access to the power grid, high-altitude 
observatories and government entities.

New Orleans, Louisiana The Gulf Coast Operations sales and
service office was opened in 2010 to support our growing marine 
business on the Gulf Coast. It serves as the base of operations  
for the North American MTU commercial marine sales team, and 
provides service support for U.S. military vessels in the Gulf of 
Mexico.

Washington, D.C. As a major supplier to the U.S. armed forces, 
our office in Alexandria, Virginia – just outside of Washington, 
D.C. – puts us close to our military customers, policymakers and 
a wide variety of government and non-government organizations. 
Staff expertise includes government relations, government sales 
and foreign military sales. 
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MTU Series 2000 and Series 4000 Engines and Systems MTU 
Series 2000 and Series 4000 engines have been built in the U.S. 
since they debuted in 1996. A new, state-of-the-art plant in South 
Carolina now builds and machines components for these popular 
engines. The Series 2000 and Series 4000 engine families cover the 
higher end of the power range spectrum – from 606 to 5,766 bhp 
(452 to 4,300 kW). These engines are used in key sectors of the 
economy, including mining, marine, rail, oil and gas, and power 
generation. They are known throughout the industry for their  
exceptional reliability and safety.

Other MTU Commercial Engines and Systems Below the power 
range of the Series 2000 and Series 4000, MTU offers a complete 
range of EPA certified Tier 4 interim industrial engines from 134 
to 644 bhp (100 to 480 kW). Beginning in 2014, Series 1000, 1100, 
1300, 1500 and 1600 engines will be available with Tier 4 final 
certification up to 979 bhp (730 kW). All of these engines feature 
robust, reliable designs ideally suited for applications in the 
agriculture, construction and industrial, oil and gas, and 
underground mining sectors. Best of all, they all meet EPA Tier 4 
standards without the need for diesel particulate filters.

MTU Military Engines and Systems Our relationship with the U.S. 
military dates back to World War II. Today, we continue to be a key 
supplier to the U.S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. 
Whether providing parts, service and new Detroit Diesel 2-Cycle 
engines for legacy vehicles or state-of-the-art, high power-density 

MTU engines for modern vehicles and vessels, Tognum America 
works hard every day to keep the trust that we’ve earned.

Robust, compact and cutting-edge engines are available in every 
power category and for every purpose – from light armor to heavy 
combat vehicles, and from small patrol vessels to large naval ships. 
As the largest supplier of propulsion engines and systems to the 
Navy and Coast Guard, MTU provides reliable, trusted engines 
such as the MTU Series 8000 and Series 1163, which provide up to 
12,200 horsepower (9,100 kW), as well as complete, integrated 
propulsion and ship automation systems. In addition, both of the 
project teams vying for the U.S. Army’s new Ground Combat 
Vehicle programs feature MTU engines and drive systems in 
their designs.

Detroit Diesel 2-Cycle Engines The Detroit Diesel 2-Cycle diesel 
engine business has a legendary past – and a bright future thanks to 
MTU. Since 1940, 3.5 million Detroit Diesel 2-Cycle engines have 
been built. Today, many are still going strong with approximately 
300,000 still in operation around the world. When MTU inherited 
the product line from Detroit Diesel in 2006, a significant capital 
investment sharpened market focus and renewed the commitment 
to provide parts, service and support for the long term. 

Product Lines
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MTU Onsite Energy Generator Sets MTU Onsite Energy 
generator sets are trusted all over the world to provide 
emergency standby and prime power. With over 50 years of 
power generation systems expertise and over a century of diesel 
engine experience, MTU Onsite Energy offers exceptional 
reliability, cutting-edge technology and proven performance 
to ensure uninterrupted power.

Manufactured in Mankato, Minnesota, MTU Onsite Energy  
diesel generator sets cover a full power range, rated up to 3,250 kW 
for standby power – the largest high-speed generator sets in North 
America. We also offer a range of gaseous fuel powered generator 
sets. Customers include data centers,retailers, telecom companies, 
world-class healthcare facilities, major airports, government 
buildings and nuclear power plants. Six of the online economy’s ten 
largest companies have chosen MTU Onsite Energy, along with the 
Eiffel Tower in Paris, the “Bird’s Nest” building in Beijing, Radio 
City Music Hall in New York City and prominent government 
buildings in Washington, D.C.

Product Lines (continued)

From spare parts to engine overhauls to transportable service 
units, Tognum offers a full range of support through  
MTU ValueCare. These products and services are designed 
for peak performance and maximum uptime. MTU ValueCare 
includes three product lines:

• ValueService: extensive global service and support
• ValueSpares: genuine spare parts and top quality consumables
• ValueExchange: remanufactured engines and service parts

MTU ValueCare is always nearby – anytime and anywhere. 
For our customers’ convenience, MTU ValueCare is available 
in the Americas and all over the world through our MTU 
service network.

Tognum America inc.
13400 outer Drive West
Detroit, mi 48239
Phone +1 313 592 7000
Fax +1 313 592 5137
www.tognumamerica.com

Support for the long haul.

The engines powering MTU Onsite Energy generator sets offer 
higher displacement than competitor’s engines in the same 
power range, which results in increased reliability. For optimum 
performance, MTU engines are engineered for outstanding 
one-step load acceptance capacities. This means the unit can 
quickly supply the required power and, as a result, can be used 
for even the most demanding applications.
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